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THEORETICAL STABILITY DERIVATIVES OF THIN SWEPTBACK WINGS
TAPERED TO A POINT WITH SWEPTBACK OR SWEPTFORWARD

TRAILING EDGES FOR A LIMITED RANGE OF
SUPERSONIC SPEEDS

By FRANK S. MALVESTUTO,Jr. and KEXXETH MARGOLIS

SUMMARY

Tke stability dericatires did for a limited range of super-
sonic speeds are presented for a sem”es of suwptba.ck wings
tapered to a point m“th sweptback or sweptforward trailing
edges. These wings were derired by modifying the trailing
edge of a bam”ctriangular -wing so that d coineid’ed m“th lines
drawn from the Wing tips to the wing axis of symmetry. The
stability dericatices u’ere formulated by using the pressure
distributiotw previously obtained for the basic triangular wing
for ungle of attack, constant certical acceleration, sideslip,
pitching, rolling, and yawing. Explicit ezpress-ions are gioen
for the stability derimtires with respeet to principal body axes,
and cmwerm-onformulas are prouided for the transformation to
stability axes. Tle results are limited to iWa.chnumbers for which
the wing is contained un”thin the Mach cones springing from the
rertez and from the trailing edge of the center section of the wing.

INTRODUCTION

Methods based upon linearised potential flow have been
developed in references 1 to 5 for cletermining the pressure
distributions for angle of attack and sideslipping, pitohing,

and rolling motions of a triangular wing of small thickness
traveling at supersonic speeds. The results of these in~esti-
gat,ions are valid for a range of Mach number for which the
Mach cone springing from the apex of the wing may be
behind or a-head of the leading edge of the wing. In refer-
ence 6 attention is given only to triangular vzings contained
within the Mach cone springing from the wing apex. Methods
are obtained therein for determir@ the rolbg moment due
to yawing and the seferal side-force and yawing-moment
derivatives, together with a collection of all t-he known
stabiIity derivatives for triangular wings at supersonic
speeds. As pointed out in these previous investigations, if
the trailing edge of the triangular wing is modified so as to
coincide with any line which is inclined at an angle always
greater than the Mach angle (fig. 1), a series of svreptback
wings with sweptback or sweptforward trailing edges will be
developed which willha~e the same pressuredistribution over
their surfaces as that determined for the basic triangular
wing. This phenomenon is based on the weMnown fact

that, in linearized supersonic flow, disturbances cannct
propagate any farther forward than the Mach cone from the
origin af disturbance=.

The object of the preseat report is to determine the
stability derivat.i-res at supersonic speeds for this limited
series of sweptback wings with pointed tips by using the
pressure distributions previously determined for the basic
triangular wing. E.splicit.expressions are presented for these
st,ability derivatives with respect to the principal body axes, .
and conversion formulas are provided for the transformation
to st-abdity axes.

The results are restricted towings that are contained within
the Mach cones springing from the apex and t-he trailing
edge of the center section of the wing.
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FIGIX?EI.—%reptbeck wing tapered to a point with em’eptback or sweptforward trding
edges. The elemental trirmgIe end aesaciated data m’sshown with respect to wing with
sweptback traiig edge. N-ote that trailing edge is ahwwe inclined at an ang!e greater
than tire Mach angle ([IWSBC).
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‘ SYMBOLS

rectangular coordinates (figs. 1 and 2)
incremental flight velocities along x-, y-, and z-axes,

respectively (fig. 3)
angular velocities about x-, y-, and z-axes, respec-

tively (fig. 3)
flight speed
stream Mach number (V/Speed of sound)

“achang’e(sh-’+)
cotangent of Mach angle ({=)
angle of attack (w/V)
angle of sideslip (v/V)
semivertex angle of triangle (fig. 1)
local lifting pressure (pressure difference between

upper and lower surface of airfoil)
density of fluid
wing span
root chord of basic triangular wing (fig. 1)
root chord of sweptbaek wing (fig. 1) *
mean aerodwamic chord

(~=~~ (Local chord)’ dy=~ c(l–N))

(
aspect ratio A=~=-

2b .,
/S’ co-m )

ratio of slope of leading edge”to slope of trailing

( tan e
)

4 cot A
edge N=c+=m= 1—T

( )wing area 8=-; bc, =; bc (1 —N) =: M?

( )
leding-eclge slope C=tan e=;

sweepback angle of leading edge (90° — e)
angle of trailing-cclge slope (fig. 1)

~=tan-l ~ (fig. 1)

~
?/ _Y=—–— (fig. 1)

xtane xC

% dist.;nce of center of gravity forward of
(:’+0

position
x~

“( )

(7.
= static margin ~=~
c Cza

k=- “
E’(BC) complete elliptic integra’1of the second kind with

>

(f 4

a./2
modulus k 1—kz sin2z dz

.0” )
F’(BC) complete elliptic integ;~l of the first kind “with

(s

T12...
modulus k

dz

o ~l—kg sin2 z )-

E“(l?(?)=+q

Q(BC)JE’’(BQ12”” . “--- ~ -- ““ - “’
&17@

@(B@=(l_2B2@)E~;~;B2C2F’(BC)

2(1 –13w)
~(~@ ‘(2_&@) E’ (BC)-B2C2F’(BQ

J(BC)=E”(BC)I(BC)~1 –B2C2
Lr
L
M’
iv’
Y

Cij

c,

G

(7.

c,

~Do

rolling nioment
normal force (approx. lift)
pitching moment
yawing moment
lateral force

L

()lift coefficient ~
5P V28

L’
rolling-moment coefikicnt

()
1
7jP

~.72sb

()
M’

‘ pitching-moment coeilicient
; pvz~~

N!
yawing-moment coefficient

()
; ~~2~b

()

lateral-force coefficient ~
2P V-28

profile-drag coefficient

fi~ecka?
v’s

When CY,~, g, p, P, and ~ are used x s~bs@@ ~ no~~ilnCn-

sional derivative is indicated, ancl this derivativc is the slope
of the variation through zero. For example,

[1?)(7ZCzfl= —
w /5+0

and

c,,=[01
3(l
d

azv,4

A dot above a symbol denotes differentiation with respect
to time.

All angles are measured & racIi&s.
—

Unprimed stability derivatives refer to Pr~ciPal ~odY Ws;
primed stab~ty derivatives refer to stability axes.

.
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ANALYSIS

The stability derivativ-es of a triangular wing of zero
thickness a-tsmall angles of attack in a supersonic air stream
have been determined theoretically in t-heinvestigations of
references 1 to 6. These derivatives, with the exception of
those which depend on skin friction, maybe separated into
two classes—t.hederimtives which depend upon the distri-
bution of pressure over the tig and the derivatives which
depend upon the suction force along the leading edge of the
wing. Although the edge-suction derivatives have been
sum.nmrizeclin this report, the pressure coefficients needed
to determine these clerivat.ivesare not presented. The local
lifting-pressure coe5cients used to obtain the derivati~es
which are dependent on the pressure distribution over the
iris.ngular wing contained within the Mach cone springing
from the apex are presented in table I. These Iifting-pressure

(coefficientts and obviously the lifting pressures local pressure
..

)coe%icient times ~pJ72 are of the general form Znj(T) where z~

is the x-component of the distance from the origin of the axes
to a particular point on the viing and T is the ratio of the
slope of a.ray from the -rertex of the ring through the point
to the. slope of the leading edge of the wing. (See fig. 1.)
For the local Iift.ing-pressure coefficients of the stability
derivatives listecl in table I, the exponent-n of the distance z
is either equal to O or to 1. For n=O, the pressure is con-
stant idong any ray T= Constant from the -rertex; this case
is termed “conicaI flow.” For n= 1, the pressure increases
liiearly along each such ray, and the flow may be termed
“quasi-conical.”

The particular form z“~(~) noted for t-hedistribution of the
lii%ingpressures suggests the “triangular” integration pro-

I /’

FIGFSSE2.—.Axesand notation used in onslysis.

W,z
FIGU8E S.—Velocities, forces, and moments relative to prfncirml sxes with origin st ~ c.

cedure for determining the forces and moments. Thus, the
V@ is considered as composed of an infinite number of
elemental tzia.ngukwmea.s (fig. 1). The lift and first mo-
ment of the lift are then cletermined for each elemental tri-
angular area and the results summed up by integration to
give the force and moment derivatives for the c-omplete
wirg. Figures 2, 3, and 4 inclica.tethe position and positive
direction of the axes used in the analysis together with the
positi~e direction of the velocities, forces, and moments
relative to these axes.

v, Y

I’GCV+E4.—Velocities, forses, snd moments relative to stabflity axes wkh origin at
$ &z==. Principsl axes of Egnre 3 dotied ti for comparison.

Conical flows: Derivatives CL=! Cm=, and d~~.—’hbk I

shows that the local lifting-pressure coefficients of t-he
deri~ati~es ~La, Cnse, ancl CIBdepend solely upon T and
therefore represent conical flows. The lift of an elemental
~riangle (see fig. 1)is

.
dL=; X, dy, P(q) (1)

where ~(~) is the local lifting pressure for any of these
three stabilky deri-rat.ives. Since z, and y, can be written
as functions of ~, that-is,

3- 1
‘1=5 c 1—LV?I

dyl=;w #&
equation (1) becomes

P(q)dq :
dL=: 7C (1–ivq)’

(2)

For the moment of lift of an elemental area (reference 1),
consider the fact that. for a conical-flow condition t-heresult-
ant lift of a triangle acts at a point X the chord of the tri-

0
angle from the vertex, or for this case *1 of the elementa-l

t.riamde. Hence, the moment of the elemental lift about the
y-ati= (origin at ~hevertex of the triangle)

dikt’=+ (ZL

is
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and by the use of equation (2) this moment becomes

(3)

For moments about the z principal axis (rollii moments)

dL’=–y dL

where y is the y-coordinate of the position of the center of
pressureforP=j(q)lFigure I indicates that for this condition

hence
P(q)qh -. .dL’= —%’C28 (1–iv?J’

(4)

Equations (2), (3), and (4) are the differential forma of
the lift and the pitching and rolling moments of the wing
when the pressure distribution is a function only of ~.
In order to obtain the lift ,and the pitching and rolling

(moments, the P(T)functions pressurecoefficients multiplied

by ;pv
)
2 for these motions obtained from table I are sub-

stituted into equations (2), (3), and (4) and these equations
are integrated with respect to q over the entire wing. Be-
cause the wing is symmetrical with respect to the.z principal
axis the integration can be performed between the limitsOto 1
and the resultsmultiplied by 2. The nondimensional integral
forma of the stability derivatives CA=,C~c, and CIBhave been

derived, converted to a different center-of-gravity position,
and listed in table L The new center of gravity is located

a distance $ c from the vertex, and the shift affects only the

derivative C~a. Integration of the integrals involved in

these derivatives will produce functions of N which give the
variation of the stability derivatives with N, the ratio of the
slope of the kading edge to the slope of the trailing edge of
the wing. The derivative .’C~a has previously been deter-

mined in referdnce 7 for the type of wing considered herein.
Quasi-conical flows: Derivatives CA=,C~t, ~~~, C~~, C,P,

and Cl,.—Table I indicates that t-hepressure coefficients for
the derivatives CA;, 6’Ae,C##~c,C@ and”Cl, are of the form
zj(~) where”~ is the x-component of the distance from the
vertex of the wing to the point in question. For this case
the ~ift.of an elements.1triangle is given by

which can be rewritteri as

hence

dL=;7’C ‘(q)‘T(1–Nq)3 (5)

Reference 4 indicates that when the pressure is of the form

zj(q) the resultant lift acts at the ~-chorcl point of the trianglo

which for this case is equal to %l. The moment about the
4

y-axis (origin at the vertex of triangle) is (see equa,tion (5))

dM’=–; XI d~

= —g w f(d h
(1–ivq)’

(6)

In a manner similar to the development of equation (4), the
following rolling-moment equation results when P=zj(n):

dL’=–y dL

(7)

Equations (5), (6), and (7) are the differentitd forms of the
lift and pitching and rolling moments for cmes where tho
pressure distributions are of the form zj(~), that is, of a
quasi-conical type. Substitution of the appropriate func-
tiori-~(~)for CL: and CLf in equation (5), for Cm,:and C& in
equation (6), and for Cl, and 01, in equation (7) will give
these derivatives as a function of N after the necessary opera-
tions are performed and the resuHing equations mc reduced
to coeflkient form. Table I presents the nondimensional
integral form of these derivatives with the origin shiftedr.
from the vertex to a point ~ c from the vertex.

Edge%uction derivatives C& C,p, Of,, C7Yfl,Cl.=, and’
CY,.—The yawing and side-force derivahves depend upon
the suction force along the leading edge of the wing (refer-
ences 3iand 6). This suction force mises as a. consequence
of the subsonic nature of the external flow field in the vicinity
of the leading edge of the wing when the leading edge is
swept behind the Mach cone springing from the apex of the
wing. Changes in the sweep of the trailing edge and mea
of the wing brought about by varying N have no eflcct on
the leading-edge suction forces for the class of swcptback
wings considered herein. These wings, as stated previously,
are contained within the Mach cones springing from t,ho
vertex and from the traihng edge of the center section of tho
wing, The vahws of the coefficients are modified, however,
because of the di&rence in the referemcewing area; that is,
the wing area of the sweptback wing is equal to (I–N)
times the wing area of the basic tria.nguhw wing. Tho
derivatives obtained in reference 6 have been accordingly
modified and are presented in table II of this report where
the quantity (1–iV) has been denoted by, FII(N), The
degree of applicability of these suction-force clerivativca to
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actual full-scale wings is somewhat uncertain for the reasons
pointed out in reference 6 for triangular wings.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The preceding section set forth a method for determining
the stability derivatives for a limited series of svieptbmd.c
wings with pointed tips and siveptback or svrept.forward
t.railiug edges as a function of the trding-edge-sweep
parameter

~l~_tan ●_ ~_4 cot A
tan 6 A

The procedure employed pressure coefficients previously
determined for the basic trianguk wing. Table II gives
the values of the stability derivatives in the principa.1-a.xes

system with origin at
(:cOJO)’s&0mhfigwe3andak0

the conversion formulas for determination of t-hederivatives
in t-hestability system of axes with origin at a distance XCE

‘eadof”the (:’00) ‘okt as ‘0mbfigure4- ‘hese
formulas giving the conversion of the stability derivatives
from t-heprincipal-axes system to the stability-axes system
were obtained by an extension of the transformation equa-
tions of reference 8 to take into consideration the shift in the
origin of the st.abiIityaxes of distance Z.Eahead of the origin
of the principal axes. In the conversion forrmdas for the
stability-axes system, terms whose ma.=gnitudesare extiremely
smaIl compared with unity have been omitted. The quan-
tities E“(BC), Q(BC), G(BC), l(BC), ancl J(BC) are the
elliptic integral factors of the stability derivatives that deter-
mine their variation tith Mach number. These factors are
shown graphically in figure 5. The F(N) factors of each of the
derivatives are functions of hTwhichgive the effect of trailing-
edge sweep on t-hederivatives. Figure 6presents thevariation
of the F(N) factors with N from IN= —1, which correspcmds
to the case where the hlach Iines coincide with the
leading and t.raiIingedges of the wing (syrmnet.ricaldiamond
plan form), to N= 1, which corresponds to the limiting ideal-
ized case for which the trailing edge coincides with the leading
edge of the w@. For N=O, of course, the plan form of the
wing corresponds to that of the basic triangular wing.
Because of the extremely rapid variation of some of the F(N)
factors with N, the product (1–I~”F(N) was plotted in
figure 6 for these cases instead of merely the functions. The
formulas for the F(N) factors are listed in the appendix
together with the solution of the definite forms of the integrals
that appear in the e-raluation of each of the I’(N) factors.
For very accurate evaluations of the stability deriva-
tives it is suggested that the necessary F(hq factors be cd-
culated using the formulas for these’ factors listed in the
appendix instead of using the curves of the F(N) factors
presented in figure 6.

Typical variations of the stability derivatives with trai.Ling-

415
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~GUBE 5.—Variation of the dIiptic Integral faotors with BC.

edge-sweep parameter N and with Mach number M are
presented in figures 7 and S,respectively. Because of the local-
ized infinities at BC= 1 for the suction cleri~a.tivesCrfi, C&
and Cmrin the principa.1-axessystem, all the lateral deriva-
tives in the stability+x~es system (determined by a trans-
formation horn the principal &xes to the stability axes)
which contain these suction derivatives w-ill also become
locaIIy infigite at BC=l. For this reason the variations c’f
the illustrative lateral derivatives in figure 8 are given for a
range of Mach number with an upper Limitslightly less than
the Mach number corresponding to BC=l. It may be
noted that such a localized infinity is defined with reference
to an irdhitesima.1angle of sideslip, and the average derivat-
ive for a smalI but ilnite sideslip is not extremely large.

95664S-51—2S
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FIGURErj—Thr? F(N) factors of tho stabillty derivatives that dotcmnine their Yeriation with N. Vnlirl only for Mach ❑umbers for which BCzl~ -1- ~ .
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FIGGBE&-ConoIuded.

h reference 9 the consideration of skin friction is show-nto
yield an appreciable damping mo,ment. The skin-friction
moment. has been evaluated therein as

where T“=is the resultant velocity and

() 2
2- x——c

and @ is the local sideslip angle and equals— 3h
v

the first order in r. Equation (8) also applies to the wings
considered herein provided the necessary changes are made
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in the Hmits of integration. Substituting the proper Hmits
for the sweptback wing in the integrals of equation (8) and
performing the necessary operation yields the foHowing
uondimensionql form of the skin-friction couple that is a
part of the derivative C.,:

(9)

where, in terms of N and A, the upper limit Y COfi6+ C7of
2 N(2y– b)+ b ~d the lower

the inner integrrd is equid to ~ I–N

limit y/C is equ~ tO~(~~m. The evaluation of equation

(9) gives, to the first order in r, in the body-axes system,

I —N+ 3N’
where the function (1–N)’

designated by F,Z(N) is plot-

ted ag~inst N in figure 6.
In the formulation of the derivative C,, the associated local

lifting-pressure coefficient listed in table I and originally
determined in reference 6 does not include the effect of the

spanwise variations in local Mach number caused by ynwing
(although the variation in forward speed is taken into
account). In the text of reference 6 based on the results of
calculations on an infmite-aspect-ratio rectangular wing
using the Ackeret theory, it is indicated that the spt-mwise
variation of the compressibility effect to the first order in r
will produce iirst-order changes in the local lifting pressures
and hence in the rolling moment due to yawing. The value
of Cz~presented herein and obtainecl under the approxinmtion
of zero spanwise variation of the local Mtch number is there-
fore subject to doubt and should be considered only as a
rough indication of the true value.

The stability derivatives of this report are valid only above
tan Ea certain minimum hfach number given by BC 2 IN]= ~

which is the condition that the trailing edge be swept less
than the Mach lines. An additional Hrnitat-ionis that the
Mach number must be sufficiently above unity for the lincm-
ized theory to apply. In addition to these hnitations on
the range of validity of the derivatives, the limitations for
the basic triangular wing discussed in reference 6 also apply
to the sweptback wing of this report.

LANGLEY AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,

hTATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS,

LANGLEY FIELD, VA., September 23, 19.@.



APPENDIX

EVALUATION OF THE F(N)FACTORS .OFTHE STADILITYDERIVATIVES

The determination of the F(N) factors necessitates the evaluation of the definite integrals given in table L The
integrak of table I are or caR be formed from the follow@ basic integra.ls:

s1

1,=
dq

[

1

1

:+Sin-’lv+lv~l –iv’
sin-’ ~+(;$’:;(;’:vq) 1=”

‘= (N’-1)~mo (1—Nq)~~fl— qz — (1–Ny’

J
I

1,= dq

[

–(N’+2) s.., N–T +(N% 3N2q-4N)>ll-q’ L

o (1—Nq)3 ~rl— qz= 2(N2— ly~~l —N2 1—lNq 12(lN~- 1)?(1—Nq)2 –

J dq
1,= 1

[

3N2+2 ‘1AT–T+[~2(4hT5+llA~- v(3~V’+27~+2W-5~ +18W3&# 1
‘—= ~(~2_ 1)31/1 _N2 sin-l ~@(1—N?#_J1 — # 6(N2— 1)3(1—Nq)3 o

( )3(3.N+2) “;+SiI1-l~ +(z~L5N3+ 18N)41 —N2
.-

=

6(1 —1N”3~~2

( )3 (4N2+ 1) ~+sin-ll’V +A7(21V2+13) I-
..

6(1 —N~31~z

The F(N)factors are formulated by refe.tig to t-ablesI and II and by using the evaluation of the five basic integrals
and are as follows:

F,(N)=:(1–lV)’I,=
2(1—N)w ~

( )‘ sin-l N+-lv>ll —.N2
ir(l-+fNy/2 r

@+N~ (;+ SKI )“ -1iv +fN(4—LV2)~~1—Ni
F,(N)=:(1–iV)’I,= =(1+N)5/2(1 _N)l/2

.
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[ 1FOTI=%(I–iwz: (21a– &~N(2 L-14) =3T(1 ~m;2(1 _miv2

[ ( )

3(6N2–8N+ 1) ‘~+sin-’N +N(l 2N4+

1lf3N3-20N’-40N+29)1/l-N2

F8(Nj=(l–N)2
[
&8- 4A9’2+K-A7Y”I =

( )9(2– 16Ns+27N~ ;+ Sin-i hi +9NJ__2 (6N4+ 16Na+ 1?N2–32N+6)
.

128(1 –l@)3Jz(l+N)2 ‘“ ‘ ““ “ ““
-:

Fop: (1–N)214=T(1 +J(l _jjL,2 [(2N2+1%+sin-1N)+3N~-l
[ (~lo(N)=$(1–~’.T5=2(1‘~”23(4N2+1) ~+sin-’ N)+N(2W+ 13)~m

31r(l+Ny 1
I’,,(N)= 1–N

.

The factor F,, (N) is merely the ratio of area of the sweptback
wing to basic triangular wing. The factor .F12(M is asso-
ciated with the skin-friction contribution to the derivative
c .,. (See section entitled “Results and Discussion.”)

The variation of each of the F(m factors with N from
N= – 1 to N= 1 is presented in figure 6.
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STABIL~Y DERIVATIVES Ol? STFEPTBACK WINGS AT SUPERSONIC SPEEDS &?3

TABLE I.—PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS AND INTEGRAL FORMS OF THE STABILITY DERIVATIVES AT SUPERSONIC
SPEEDS OF A SERIES OF SWEPTBACK WINGS TAPERED TO A pOINT WITH SWEPTBACK OR SWEPTFORWARD
TRAILING EDGES (1N] SBC)
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TABLE 11.—STABILITY DERIVATIVES AT SUPERSONIC SPEEDS OF A SERIES OF SWEPTBACK WINGS TAPERED TO
A POINT WITH SWEPTBACK OR SWEPTFORWARD TRAILING EDGES (lNl~BC)

(Stability axes origin at distance z,. ahead of ~ c point)
J-..) . . ..PrindpaI axes (origin at (~ c, 0,0 )

. .
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Formula
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Conversion formuia
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